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English Verbs for Travel 40. B: I can’t. Once you’ve mastered these basic verbs, you can move on to more and more advanced ones. to payConjugation: to payDefinition:to give currency in exchange for an item or serviceA: Where do I pay for this necklace? 25. to openConjugation: to openDefinition:to move something so that there is a space for access
or viewI can’t open this pickle jar—can you help?Open the window so the fresh air can get in. 49. Follow her on Twitter @lgtarpley. to assignConjugation: to assignDefinition:to give a job or task to someoneThe teacher assigned us so much homework! 29. I have to go! 7. to buyConjugation: to buyDefinition:to obtain in exchange for paymentWe need to
buy more uniforms for the new employees. I’m on my way. 27. 20. 4. 42. 9. If you say “I am studying for the math test,” this means you’re studying for something specific for a short amount of time.A: I hear you are starting college in the fall. to readConjugation: to readDefinition:to look at and understand written textEveryone remember to read the
first chapter of your textbook by tomorrow. I just don’t get how to conjugate verbs! A: I know, conjugations are difficult to understand. 37. English Verbs for Home 15. A: Stay there. Where are you going to stay? to loveConjugation: to loveDefinition: to like a lotA: Do you like the movie “Ocean’s 11?” B: Yes, I love that movie!to have deep romantic or
emotional feelings forI know your mom is strict, but remember that she loves you.I love Steve—I want to marry him! 12. Or, download an app (such as FluentU) that allows you to create digital flashcard decks. 47. B: No, he pays us every Friday. to cookConjugation: to cookDefinition:to prepare food or a mealDad loves to cook healthy meals for the
family. You can understand what others are saying when they use the verbs in a sentence. to swimConjugation: to swimDefinition:to move through waterNote: Like with to camp and to ski, you can say to swim or to go swimming.Let’s swim in the pool after lunch.Do you want to go swimming this weekend? to watchConjugation: to watchDefinition:to
look at or observeYou can watch TV for 30 minutes when we get home. 6. to skiConjugation: to skiDefinition:to travel over snow on skisNote: As with to camp, you can say to ski or to go skiing.Would you rather ski in Colorado or Utah?My family and I go skiing every winter. Flashcards make for a quick way to memorize vocab words!Write the English
word on one side of the card, then the definition (in either English or your native tongue, depending on your level) on the other side.You may buy a set of physical flashcards and create a deck the old-fashioned way. to writeConjugation: to writeDefinition:to mark words on a surfaceCan you write the rules on the chalkboard?to compose a documentI
have to write a six-page paper by Monday morning. to relaxConjugation: to relaxDefinition:to become less anxiousYou need to relax! Hopefully, going on vacation will help.to partake in an enjoyable activityDad is relaxing in the hammock outside.Everywhere you go, everywhere you look, there’s a verb. 17. 44. I have to study for my communication
class.A: What are you studying for? Draw a piece of paper out of the hat and act out the verb, then another, and another and so on.You can easily do this activity by yourself.Or, if you have a couple of friends who are also learning English, you can make a game out of it!Play a form of Charades. B: She said that she will think about it.to convey
informationThe website says the museum will open at 8:00. B: I am staying at a hotel just outside of the city.A: [on the phone] Where are you? 32. to sayConjugation: to sayDefinition:to utter words aloudA: What did she say? to tourConjugation: to tourDefinition:to travel through a new place, or to explore (explore and tour can often be used
interchangeably)Do you want to tour the neighborhood before we go home? to needConjugation: to needDefinition:to requireI need a pencil to take the test. to stayConjugation: to stayDefinition: to remain in one placeNote: You can also use to stay to refer to where you’re temporarily living in a hotel or hostel.A: You’re going to Sydney? 11. 39. to
teachConjugation: to teachDefinition:to show or explain how to do somethingThe professor will teach us how to read the data in tomorrow’s class. 10. 36. You can find her work at outlets such as Business Insider, Roads & Kingdoms and The Write Life. B: Sure! First, select a template in Microsoft Word. to studyConjugation: to studyDefinition:to
devote time to an academic fieldNote: In college, if you say “I am studying math,” this implies that math is your college major, and you’ll earn your degree in math. to submitConjugation: to submitDefinition:to present to someone for judgmentI have to submit my report to the manager by 5:00. to visitConjugation: to visitDefinition:to go see someone
or somethingI want to visit my grandmother next month.Let’s visit as many attractions as we can. I work at the school down the street. There’s always more to learn!Laura Grace Tarpley is a freelance writer based in Nashville. B: Yes, we used to work together. Travel to America, if you want.Verbs are everywhere. 22. to contactConjugation: to
contactDefinition:to communicate with someoneA: Have you contacted the manager yet? to flyConjugation: to flyDefinition:to move through the airNote: You’ll often hear fly when referring to animals like birds. What do you want to study? to knowConjugation: to knowDefinition: to be aware ofDid you know that Taylor Swift got a new cat?to have a
relationship with someoneA: Do you know Sarah? to finishConjugation: to finishDefinition:to completeA: When do you think you can finish writing that speech? to sleepConjugation: to sleepDefinition:to be asleepI try to sleep for at least eight hours every night. 14. to explainConjugation: to explainDefinition:to describe an idea to someone so that they
understand itA: Can you explain how to create this document to me? 16. Do you know how to learn English verbs?Study flashcards. English Verbs for School 23. to beConjugation: to beDefinition:to existHe is the only male cousin in his family. to occur or take placeThe conference will be next Wednesday. 2. Work hard. to getConjugation: to
getDefinition: to receiveA: Has the letter I sent arrived yet? B: You can pay at the cash register at the front of the store.A: Did the boss pay us yet? to exploreConjugation: to exploreDefinition:to travel through a new placeDo you want to explore the neighborhood before we go home? 19. 26. 31. But when applied to travel, fly means to travel by
airplane.I am flying from Atlanta to New York at 4:00. 48. 21. B: I have a huge test on Friday. Read on to learn 50 of the most common ones in English.Contents Ways to Practice English Verbs Act out the verbs.Sometimes transforming words into actions can help your brain memorize vocabulary.Write verbs on individual slips of paper, and put each
slip into a hat. to travelConjugation: to travelDefinition:to make a journeyMy dad and I are traveling to Spain this summer. B: I usually watch TV and play with my dogs.to act in a certain wayMy favorite football team is doing poorly. 41. to sendConjugation: to sendDefinition: to arrange for the delivery ofA: Have you contacted the manager yet? 34. B: I
think I want to major in history.A: Do you want to play basketball tomorrow night? 35. B: Yeah, but don’t worry, I think it’s just the wind.to be aware ofDid you hear about Taylor Swift’s new cat? Todaypk, one of the largest movies download website in 2019, now gains much more popularity in India and around the world. to workConjugation: to
workDefinition: to be engaged in a practical activity, especially at one’s jobI’m an elementary school teacher. to goConjugation: to goDefinition: to move from one place to anotherAre you going to the concert next weekend?to leaveIt’s already 11:00? B: I am thinking about what I want to eat for lunch. to doConjugation: to doDefinition:to perform an
actionA: What do you like to do on weekends? 8. FluentU will also provide you with ready-made flashcard sets that cover vocab from videos you’ve watched in the program.There’s no right or wrong way to make flashcards, but going the digital route can make it easier to study from anywhere, without having to lug (carry) around a thick deck of cards.
to drinkConjugation: to drinkDefinition:to put liquid in your mouth and swallow itDon’t forget to drink water before you go to bed. to sellConjugation: to sellDefinition:to give in exchange for paymentI sold 12 boxes this week. Now you need to make sure you can use the verbs on your own.Try writing a short story, and challenge yourself to use 10 or
15 of the verbs you’re studying in the story. 5. B: We could create a TV commercial. B: I should finish it by the end of the day on Tuesday. B: Yes, I got it.to obtain or fetchCan you get my jacket from the closet for me?to understandA: Are you still studying for the English test? 28. to thinkConjugation: to thinkDefinition: to have an opinion or beliefI
don’t think the color red looks good on me.I think God is real.to direct your mind toward somethingA: What are you thinking about? If you have a friend who’s also an English student, swap (trade) and proofread each other’s stories.If you’re someone who remembers material by writing, this is a great exercise to put your knowledge to the test. to
haveConjugation: to haveDefinition: to own or holdI have two dogs.to experienceWe had a good time at the restaurant last night. to advertiseConjugation: to advertiseDefinition:to promote something in a public mediumA: What’s the best way to advertise the product? Todaypk.video is committed to offering you free access the latest movies, whether in
English, Hindi, Tamil or Bengali, only in a pure single click. to listenConjugation: to listenDefinition:to pay attention to soundDid you listen to the teacher’s instructions? B: Yes. to campConjugation: to campDefinition:to stay in a tent or camperNote: You can say to camp or to go camping.Let’s camp in the mountains this weekend.Do you want to go
camping in the state park? B: I’m standing at the bus stop. to rideConjugation: to rideDefinition:to travel in a vehicleThe Eiffel Tower is too far away for us to walk. 46. C: If we’re going to do that, let’s write a radio commercial, too. to learnConjugation: to learnDefinition:to gain knowledge of or skill in somethingI am learning a lot in my English class!
24. 50. Write a story.You’ve memorized the definitions. The Most Common English Verbs 1. to wantConjugation: to wantDefinition: to desireI want a puppy, but I would adopt an older dog if I found the right one. to hearConjugation: to hearDefinition: to take in a sound with your earsA: Did you hear that sound? to clean (up)Conjugation: to
cleanDefinition:to make something free of dirt or messLet’s clean the living room before we have guests over.Did you clean up the mess on the kitchen counter? to likeConjugation: to likeDefinition: to enjoyA: Do you like the TV show “Supernatural?” B: Yes, but I like “Breaking Bad” more. B: Yes, I called her cell phone this morning. B: No, but I will
send her an email tomorrow.I sent the team the memo yesterday. 45. 18. 33. Make flashcards.This study method is a classic for a reason. 38. Let’s ride the bus. to askConjugation: to askDefinition: to say something to gain informationDid you ask the teacher when your homework assignment is due?to request something from someoneMom asked me
to clean my room. 13. Todaypk currently shares all kinds of movies as well as different web series. Todaypk, one of the largest movies download website in 2019, now gains much more popularity in India and around the world. English Verbs for Business 30. to closeConjugation: to closeDefinition:to move as to cover an openingClose the refrigerator
door so we don’t waste electricity. to eatConjugation: to eatDefinition:to put food in your mouth and swallow itDo you want to eat pizza or chicken for dinner? 43. While you act out a verb, your friends have to guess what the verb on the piece of paper is. 3.
Appalachian English is American English native to the Appalachian mountain region of the Eastern United States.Historically, the term "Appalachian dialect" refers to a local English variety of southern Appalachia, also known as Smoky Mountain English or Southern Mountain English in American linguistics. This variety is both influential upon and
influenced by the Southern U.S. … English Language Arts Standards Download the standards Print this page The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects (“the standards”) represent the next generation of K–12 standards designed to prepare all students for
success in college, career, and life by the time they graduate from high … Download Full Lessons Package – Daily English Conversation by Topic (mp3+pdf) Listening is THE KEY to better English speaking. The more REAL English conversations you listen to, the more fluent you will become, to be sure. For a small one-time investment, you can get the
whole package of 75 lessons. 19/2/2022 · I bet you can guess what these two words mean just by thinking of the two most important English verbs. That’s right— être means “to be” and avoir means “to have.” These two little verbs will be your best friends throughout the whole French process, as you’ll use them to form almost every common
expression and to construct past tenses in French. These English grammar task cards will give your students practice in using the most common irregular past tense verbs in the English Language. These are great for your General Education, ESL, or EFL students. Use for centers, homework, fast finishers, group, pair, or independent work - or as a
whole class game such as scoot or jeopardy. #286 – Learn English with Pop Culture #285 – Top Movie Quotes To Learn Advanced English #284 – How to Think Like a Confident, Natural English Speaker #283 – Daily Routine to Advance Your English at Home #282 – Master This ONE Sound and Be Understood by Anyone #281 – Why Should You
Learn English? 21/12/2021 · We’ll start with idioms in English that have some common verbs and then common prepositions you might already recognize. Then we’ll move on to common idioms and phrases for money, body parts, food and nature. English Idioms with Common Verbs 1. Hit the books. Literally, hit the books means to physically hit,
punch or slap your reading books. 8/8/2012 · One thing I notice as I look through the words: Without examples, many of these are not really usable. I am thinking of many that I know, and as I think of usage, I think that with the listing and the definitions given here, I would never be able to use those words, nor recognize the meaning when I read
them.
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